
PR 2500 Plastic Mulch Lifter Wrapper

The PR2500 combines the lifting and wrapping of mulch plastic into ONE EASY PASS. 
As it splits and lifts the plastic, it rolls the dirt, vines, and trash to the side and wraps 
the plastic neatly into rolls that are easily disposed of. Whether you are removing early 
sweet corn plastic in the spring or plastic mulch in the fall, you will save valuable time 
and greatly increase your efficiency in plastic mulch removal with the PR2500.



Control
The operator platform provides a complete view of the operation, while the 
convenient dual motor controls allow the operator to control the tension on each 
piece of plastic with just their thumb.  Operators will quickly find that using the 
PR2500 is simple and even enjoyable.

Center Coulter
The fluted center coulter splits the plastic, while the optional side coulters cut any 
vines or trash at the edge of the plastic. 

Reels
Two reels wrap both pieces of plastic simultaneously. Under normal conditions, 
the PR2500 recovers plastic at speeds of 3-5 mph. Removing plastic from 
the collapsible reels is fast, simple, and requires no bolts, pins, or rods to be 
removed.

Shovels help lift up the edges of plastic. Gauge wheels 
determine the depth of the coulters and shovels

The PR2500 is one of the few machines on the market that Lifts and Wraps spring and 
fall Mulch Plastic in one amazingly easy pass. The efficiency you gain in removing your 
plastic will quickly offset the economical price you pay for the machine.  

PR 2500 Plastic Mulch Lifter Wrapper

Plastic is easily removed from the reel 
which handles 2000 feet of plastic.

• Heavy-duty powder coated steel frame & components
• Easy to operate thumb controls
• Category I and II lift pins
• 2 year Limited Warranty

Standard Features

The PR2500 lifts and wraps from
sweet corn up to 18” tall

The PR2500 excels at lifting and wrapping 
buried or surface drip tape
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